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Almost Everything is Fake Now

This is on the topic of mind control; make more posts on this subject.

We know that Hollywood fakes a lot of things and this is nothing new. That is how they make sci-fi 
and fantasy films. Also, we know that green screen is used to place actors in different locations in 
the world without having to be there. But what few people don't realise is that so-called 
“documentaries” and even news stories – which are suppose to be true – are faked. And this fake 
news is done, in part, by the techniques seen in this video below. When you view this, think in terms
of the fake videos that NASA comes out with.

Click Here

Why Did They Pass a Law That Makes Staged Hoaxes and Propaganda Legal? 

Staged Hoaxes Now “Legal”

When you view this video think of what the Bible says about lying. For the government to pass a 
law to make stages hoaxes legal, it shows you how evil they are.

Ch_18:22  Now therefore, behold, the LORD hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of these thy 
prophets, and the LORD hath spoken evil against thee. 

Psa_31:6  I have hated them that regard lying vanities: but I trust in the LORD.
 
Psa_31:18  Let the lying lips be put to silence; which speak grievous things proudly and 
contemptuously against the righteous.
 
Psa_52:3  Thou lovest evil more than good; and lying rather than to speak righteousness.

The latest thing that Obama and the Jew Mark Zuckerberg has come out with is, to censor what 
they call Fake News. Yet, they are and have been doing the same thing for years. So, why this 
sudden attack? First, it was that they didn't like it that Donald Trump won the Presidential Election. 
Secondly, so ONLY the government can lie! But also, like a sign on front of a government door (or 
what should be on a government door): Don't lie, the government doesn’t' like competition! 

Click Here

Proof of Staged Events

Here is yet, another good one on crises actors, showing proof that “tragic events” are staged. Click 
Here. 

https://youtu.be/4sKTe6hzlio
https://youtu.be/4sKTe6hzlio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhN1STep_zk
https://youtu.be/xS-ktfaxPb0


Misinterpretation for a Globe Earth Belief

I'm glad critics write

I'm glad that critics of the flat earth write to me (only very few, as people are waking up :-), for it 
gives me something to write about; it makes my job easier! 

There is one blog site, which is Christian based, who used a couple of verses to supposedly debunk 
the flat earth belief. To sum up what this person used t support his globe earth belief, he used only a 
couple of verses that talks about: four corners of the earth, the angels on the four corners of the 
earth and the wind from the four corners of the earth. So, this is his proof? In other words, he says 
the earth cannot be flat. Let me ask him this, “Where do you get corners or edges on a globe?” You 
don't!

Metaphorically speaking, you can have a corner. While not a corner in the literal sense, you DO 
have an end, which you don't on a sphere! You DO have an edge on a flat earth NOT on a globe 
earth. Now, we don't know the exact shape of the edge of the earth but we do know that it is a FLAT
EARTH.

No other verses mentioned

There was no other verses mentioned that this guy (or lady) used supporting a ball earth. So, he did 
not make a good argument for his belief. Now, for the picture that was used to accompany his 
article.

How many things do you see wrong?

This flat earth critic, whoever he is, might have taken this off a NASA website or from some other 
space agency site or perhaps from some astronomer. I looked at it and I saw several things wrong 
with it. You might want to write down what you see wrong with it and check it with what I found 
out.  

In no special order I found the following things wrong:

Lack of clouds in what looks like 1/3 of the earth



Major cities where there are few cities
“A hole in the fabric of space where some spot light is shinning through.” :-)
No sun 

Lack of clouds
It's really hard to believe that there are so few clouds in the sky, especially over the ocean and the 
Gulf of Mexico. This area always have clouds, so where are they?

So many cities
When you look at all the spots of lights in what must be Columbia and Ecuador, it looks like the 
metropolitan area from New York City to Washington D.C. You don't have large cities like that in 
that part of the world. Sure, there might be Bogota and Medellin, Columbia and Quito, Ecuador but 
all the rest? This is NOT real. Then, look at all the big lights on some tiny Caribbean islands – 
where did they come from?

Cosmic light
Then, it looks like there is a “tear” in the fabric of space. Just joking, but if there really is space with
the biggest objects of light being suns, then where did this massive size come from? I mean it's 
huge, and depending on how far away it is, it could be a million light years across. If something like
this is real, it would be brighter than our sun; and the light source is much bigger than any sun. So, 
this critic should take a careful look at this “photo from space” and reconsider his position. 

“Here comes the sun”
“Here comes the sun,” as the song goes. Actually, we are still waiting for it. lol Looking at the 
above picture we see the side of the earth that is closest to us dark, so the sun is not on that side. So,
it has to be on the other side, but the light is coming from his “hole in space where a spotlight is 
shinning through” (meant to be funny). How can you have the sun on the same side where you see 
all those stars? You can't. This is just a poor CGI image. You'd think this guy would use a better 
CGI. In other words this globe earth believer is FOOLED by this picture that he thinks is real or he 
wouldn't use it. Since this is the case, you can see how he is still fooled by everything else that the 
people at NASA tells the public. THEN, with this as a bases, he interprets Scripture by what these 
people tell him (many of them are not Christian by the way). 

Basically, this is how many good Christians are fooled – they believe what agnostic scientists tell 
them; they figure it must be true, then interpret Scripture accordingly to make sure it aligns with 
those in “authority” says. 

“Let not authorities be your truth but let Truth be your authority.”

Remember what God said through the apostle John, And I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 
plagues.  (Rev 18:4)
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Claim: Flat Earth Discredits Christianity

Globe earth believers who are also Christian thinks that the flat earth believers discredits 
Christianity. And, they think that it also discredits “conspiracy theorists,” too. Well, nothing can be 
further from the truth. They also think that this flat earth belief is put out, in part, by government 
agents.



While it's true that the name “flat earth believer” is ridiculed, does that mean we should shut up? 
Have these, otherwise good Christians, thought that the opposite is true? Think on this: no one likes 
to be called a “nutter” or “crazy” so people will automatically back away from doing any more 
research on their own; they would back away from even listening to a flat earther like yourself. 
They would remain right in the camp of the Masonic/Illuminati members of society. The average 
person will be as ignorant of life around them as these antichrist New World Order people want 
them to be. This is why the antichrists many years ago conditioned the minds of the people by 
making the word “flat earther” synonymous with the words: crazy, stupid, nutter or what have you. 
Proof of this is when you look at the official Flat Earth Society, it has been taken over many years 
ago by people who really are into secret societies, including the Masons. 

The  Flat Earth Society makes stupid arguments such as gravity is created by the constant 
acceleration of the flat earth upward. When, in fact, there is no such thing as gravity and there is no 
movement of the earth. I have actually seen a photo of some of the members of this Society with 
their masonic aprons on (you've probably seen this photo, too).

It takes a brave person, like you, who can stand up to name calling and still speak the truth. It is the 
Edomites (as I like to call them) who would hate to see people believe in the God of the Bible and 
that we were created and NOT because of the result of some evolutionary process. Now, there are 
Christians who say they believe in creation, too, but because of what they are told by those in that 
the earth was created over the course of 13 billion years, they think that God created everything but 
it took 13 billion years to do so! This is just as stupid as evolution and it is still denying God's word.
But blessed it is the man that puts aside his disbelief and listens to you as you talk about the flat 
earth. The Edomites hate it when they know that people are waking up to the flat earth, as they 
know that these people will probably start seeing the lies that have been told them about other 
important topics in the Bible – topics that are “not politically correct.”

Unfortunately, there are some flat earthers who will NOT go into any other Bible topic. Then you 
have those who are not Christian at all, such as Eric Dubay. There are only a few flat earth believers
that talk on other Bible topics, and I congratulate them, but they want to be “safe.” One such person 
is Rob Skiba. To my knowledge most of them only talk on the same “politically correct” parts of the
Bible, such as the giants of the Bible. While knowing about the giants is interesting, what about 
knowing that we should keep God's Laws, Statues and Judgements? Well, this flat earther, will talk 
on such topics. You see, I'm not afraid of losing some subscribes, I have to share with you what I 
truly believe to be biblically true. I also think that it's important to share with you other topics that 
fall outside of the Bible. But when you read about these other topics that fall outside of the Bible, 
such as false flags, it really gets back to the Bible  in the sense that there is usually lying, murder, 
and other sins involved. And the reason why we have this in the first place is because of our 
disobedience to God's Word. 

God bless you all in your search for the Truth.


